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Pseudovarieties of ordered completely regular semigroups
Jorge Almeida · Ondřej Klíma
Abstract This paper is a contribution to the theory of finite semigroups and their classification in
pseudovarieties, which is motivated by its connections with computer science. The question addressed is
what role can play the consideration of an order compatible with the semigroup operation. In the case
of unions of groups, so-called completely regular semigroups, the problem of which new pseudovarieties
appear in the ordered context is solved. As applications, it is shown that the lattice of pseudovarieties of
ordered completely regular semigroups is modular and that taking the intersection with the pseudovariety
of bands defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice of all pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups.
Keywords ordered semigroup · pseudovariety · completely regular semigroup · band · complete lattice
homomorphism
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1 Introduction
There are several fronts in which semigroup theory has developed as semigroups appear naturally in many
contexts. On the algebraic front, varieties of semigroups, in the sense of universal algebra, have received
considerable attention in the literature. Thus, the study of the lattice of all varieties of semigroups is
one of the classical topics in semigroup theory. One of the first results in this direction was a complete
description of the lattice of all varieties of bands (semigroups in which all elements are idempotent) which
was described independently by Birjukov [8], Fennemore [11,12] and Gerhard [13]. Bringing groups into
play, a natural generalization of both classes is the class of completely regular semigroups (meaning
semigroups in which every element lies in a subgroup) which also forms a variety in a suitable algebraic
signature, that of unary semigroups. Consequently, intensive attention was also paid to the study of the
lattice of varieties of completely regular semigroups. To recall the basic contributions to that theory one
should mention the book by Petrich and Reilly [22] and a series of seminal papers by Polák [25,26,27].
With the applications of semigroup theory in the algebraic theory of regular languages via Eilenberg’s
correspondence, the focus was shifted in part to the theory of pseudovarieties of finite semigroups, that is,
classes of finite semigroups that are closed under taking homomorphic images, subsemigroups, and finite
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direct products. Some of the results, for example the mentioned description of the lattice of all varieties of
bands, were translated automatically to the case of pseudovarieties due to the local finiteness property.
However, many results required the development of new techniques. For example, results concerning
pseudovarieties of finite completely regular semigroups were obtained by Trotter and the first author
in [6] using profinite techniques; such techniques evolved in the aftermath of Reiterman’s [29] use of
profinite semigroups to describe pseudovarieties and were extensively developed by the first author. For
an overview of known results in this area we refer to the books on the theory of finite semigroups by the
first author [1] and Rhodes and Steinberg [30].
Another step in the applications in the theory of regular languages was a refinement of Eilenberg’s
correspondence made by Pin [23] which captures what classes of languages are obtained when comple-
mentation is discarded. The theory of finite ordered semigroups introduced there may be viewed as a
generalization of the theory of finite semigroups. Simply put, ordered semigroups are semigroups enriched
by a partial order which is compatible with the multiplication, also called a stable partial order. So, in
particular, every semigroup together with the equality relation is an ordered semigroup. Furthermore,
every pseudovariety of semigroups V determines a pseudovariety of ordered semigroups Vo by taking all
possible stable partial orders on every semigroup from the original pseudovariety V. The pseudovarieties
of the form Vo are denoted by the same symbol as the original pseudovariety V; we call them selfdual,
since they are characterized by the property of being closed under taking dually ordered semigroups.
Denote the lattice of all subpseudovarieties of ordered semigroups of the pseudovariety U by Lo(U), and
the lattice of all subpseudovarieties of semigroups of the pseudovariety V by L(V). Then, by the previous
observations, L(V) may be viewed as a sublattice of Lo(V). Notice also that the ordered version of the
theory of profinite semigroups was introduced by Pin and Weil in [24] and further developed in the
literature.
One can say that, besides the results in connection with the theory of varieties of regular languages, a
systematic study of pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups was not so far significantly developed. We can
mention only the result by Emery [10], who described the lattice of all pseudovarieties of ordered normal
bands Lo(NB), that is bands satisfying the identity xyzx = xzyx. Furthermore, Kuřil [18] studied the
lattice of all pseudovarieties of ordered bands. Although his paper deals with varieties of ordered bands, it
yields the same result for pseudovarieties, because bands are locally finite. The description of that lattice
was possible since he proved that there are just a few pseudovarieties of ordered bands which are not
selfdual. More precisely, all of them are subpseudovarieties of the pseudovariety of normal bands. Thus,
by the description of the lattice of pseudovarieties of (unordered) bands and by the result of Emery, [18]
yields a complete description of the lattice Lo(B).
Our research is inspired by results from [18], as we have tried to extend the results to a richer
class. Another pseudovariety without new subpseudovarieties of ordered semigroups is the pseudovariety
of all groups G, because each finite ordered group is only trivially ordered. More formally, we have
Lo(G) = L(G).
The main result of this paper is the following statement.
Theorem 1 Let V be a pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups containing all semilat-
tices. Then V is selfdual.
Hence, one needs to deal with pseudovarieties of ordered completely regular semigroups which do
not contain all semilattices. It is not difficult to show that such pseudovarieties contain only normal
orthogroups, which are completely regular semigroups in which idempotents form normal bands. Thus,
we can state that all pseudovarieties of ordered completely regular semigroups which are not selfdual
are contained in Lo(NOCR), where NOCR is the pseudovariety of all finite normal orthogroups. We also
prove the following result.
Theorem 2 The lattice Lo(NOCR) is isomorphic to the direct product of the lattices Lo(NB) and L(G).
Of course, we can not say that we completely described the lattice Lo(CR), because there are parts
which are not known, namely L(CR) and particularly L(G). The lattice L(CR) has been extensively stud-
ied and much of the deeper results about it are based on Polák’s work [25,26,27]. When the idempotents
form a subsemigroup, we say that the semigroup is orthodox. Orthodox completely regular semigroups
are also known as orthogroups. They form a pseudovariety, denoted OCR. Polák’s methods yield a com-
plete description of the lattice L(OCR) in terms of L(G) [20]. Thus, up to a knowledge of the lattice of
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pseudovarieties of groups, the lattice of pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups Lo(OCR) is described. In
any case, the current knowledge about LCR is sufficient to obtain the following applications.
Theorem 3 The lattice Lo(CR) is modular.
Theorem 4 The correspondence V 7→ V ∩ B defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice Lo(S).
The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 fixes notation and recalls some notions and
results from the literature. Then Theorem 1 is proved in Section 3 while Theorem 2 is proved in Section 4.
Applications, including Theorems 3 and 4 are given in Section 5.
2 Preliminaries and notation
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from the theory of semigroups. In particular,
we need some results from profinite theory of finite semigroups (see [1,3]) for which the ordered version
was introduced in [24]. Besides these theories we also recall other notions.
For a quasiorder σ on the set M , that is a reflexive and transitive binary relation, we write also
a σ b to express (a, b) ∈ σ. Both infix and suffix notation are also used for a partial order, which is
an antisymmetric quasiorder. For a quasiorder σ, we denote by σd the dual quasiorder, that is σd =
{(a, b) ∈ M ×M | (b, a) ∈ σ}. Then σ ∩ σd is an equivalence relation on M , which is denoted by σ˜; the
corresponding quotient set is denoted by M/σ˜ and its elements by [a] for each a ∈ M . Moreover, the
quasiorder σ naturally induces a partial order on the quotient set M/σ˜, denoted by ≤σ; it is such that
[a] ≤σ [b] if and only if (a, b) ∈ σ.
A quasiorder ≤ on a semigroup S is stable if, for every a, s, t ∈ S, the following condition holds: if s ≤ t
then sa ≤ ta and as ≤ at. By an ordered semigroup we mean a semigroup (S, ·) which is equipped with a
stable partial order. Homomorphisms of ordered semigroups are homomorphisms of semigroups which are
isotone. Similar to the unordered case, pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups are classes of finite ordered
semigroups closed under taking homomorphic images, (ordered) subsemigroups and finite products. For
a pseudovariety V of finite ordered semigroups, we denote by Vd the pseudovariety of all dually ordered
semigroups, i.e., (S, ·,≤) ∈ Vd if and only if (S, ·,≥) ∈ V. We say that V is selfdual if V = Vd. Such a
pseudovariety of ordered semigroups is also characterized by the property that (S, ·,≤) ∈ V implies (S, ·,=
) ∈ V: the identity mapping is a homomorphism from the ordered semigroup (S, ·,=) onto an arbitrary
ordered semigroup (S, ·,≥), while the diagonal mapping embeds (S, ·,=) into the product (S, ·,≤) ×
(S, ·,≥). If a pseudovariety of semigroups V is given, then we may consider the (selfdual) pseudovariety
consisting of all ordered semigroups which are members of V equipped with every possible stable partial
order. Conversely, if V is a selfdual pseudovariety of ordered semigroups then we may consider the
pseudovariety consisting of all semigroups (S, ·) such that (S, ·,=) ∈ V. These constructions give a one-
to-one correspondence between selfdual pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups and pseudovarieties of
semigroups. Note that usually the same symbol is used to denote both a pseudovariety of semigroups
and the corresponding selfdual pseudovariety of ordered semigroups.
By a profinite semigroup we mean a compact semigroup which is residually finite as a topological
semigroup, finite semigroups being viewed as discrete topological spaces. Just as pseudovarieties (of
semigroups) are defined by sets of pseudoidentities [29], pseudovarieties of ordered semigroups are defined
by pseudoinequalities [19,24]. The difference being semantic, syntactically both pseudoidentities and
pseudoinequalities are pairs of pseudowords. In a sense pseudowords are terms in an enriched language
where not only the semigroup operation is allowed; more formally, pseudowords are members of a finitely
generated free profinite semigroup. Often, we only need an extra unary operation, represented by the
pseudoword xω; in general, for an element s of a profinite semigroup, sω is the only idempotent in
the closed subsemigroup generated by s. We also write sω+1 instead of sωs. It lies in the maximal
subgroup with idempotent sω; its inverse in that group is denoted sω−1. For a set Σ of pseudoidentities
or pseudoinequalities, JΣK is the class consisting of all finite semigroups that satisfy all elements of Σ
in the sense that, under arbitrary evaluation of the variables, the two sides are, respectively, equal or in
increasing order.
Completely regular semigroups may be viewed as semigroups with a unary operation of inversion in
the unique maximal subgroup containing a given element. As such, they form a variety, which is defined
by the identities
x(yz) = (xy)z, xx−1x = x, (x−1)−1 = x, xx−1 = x−1x.
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It is common to write s0 for the product ss−1. In a completely regular profinite semigroup, note that
s−1 = sω−1 and s0 = sω.
We extend the notion of ordered semigroup to unary semigroups by requiring that not only the partial
order be stable under multiplication but also under the unary operation. Note that this is not the common
practice in the theory of ordered groups, where inversion is not required to preserve the order. But, it
is natural to assume it as a generalization of the finite case, where inversion is given by a power. Also,
when studying varieties of ordered algebras, it is natural to require that all basic operations preserve
the order [9]. In particular, note that, for a stable quasiorder ρ on a completely regular semigroup the
conditions s ρ s0 and s0 ρ s are equivalent: taking inverses in s ρ s0, we get s−1 ρ s0, which, multiplying
by s, yields s0 ρ s; the same steps also establish the converse.
All finite completely regular semigroups form the pseudovariety CR = Jxω+1 = xK and, therefore,
all finite orthogroups form the pseudovariety OCR = Jxω+1 = x, xωyω = (xωyω)ωK. This pseudovariety
contains the pseudovariety of all finite bands B = Jx2 = xK and, in particular, all finite semilattices
Sl = Jx2 = x, xy = yxK and all finite normal bands NB = Jx2 = x, xyzx = xzyxK. The pseudovariety OCR
also contains the pseudovariety of all finite groups G = Jxω = 1K. We also follow the standard notation
where H denotes the pseudovariety of all semigroups whose subgroups belong to a given pseudovariety
of groups H. We let CR(H) = CR ∩ H.
Our aim is a description of all subpseudovarieties of ordered semigroups of the pseudovariety CR.
By Birkhoff’s basic results on universal algebra, varieties of algebras can be uniquely determined by
fully invariant congruences on the term algebra over a countable set of variables. A similar concept of
fully invariant stable quasiorder is possible in the case of varieties of ordered algebras. In particular, a
proof technique in [18] is based on manipulating the fully invariant stable quasiorders corresponding to
the varieties of ordered bands. However, the situation in finite universal algebra is more complicated.
One needs to study relatively free profinite semigroups over a finite set of variables and, moreover, one
needs to consider them for arbitrarily large finite sets. We use the notation ΩXS from [1] for the free
profinite semigroup over a given finite set of generators X in the pseudovariety of all semigroups S.
Usually, we use the natural number n as an index in ΩXS instead of X when X = {x1, . . . , xn}. Then
the inclusion ΩnS ⊆ ΩmS may be used freely. The same structures are also considered as free profinite
ordered semigroups. Therefore, we associate with a pseudovariety V of finite ordered semigroups a system
of relations (ρV,n)n on the profinite semigroups ΩnS where each ρV,n is given by the formula
ρV,n = {(u, v) ∈ ΩnS×ΩnS | V |= u ≤ v};
note that we write V |= u ≤ v to mean that every member of V satisfies the pseudoinequality u ≤ v. It
is known that each ρV,n in this system is a closed stable quasiorder. It is also fully invariant, but this
property is satisfied by the whole system in the following sense, which we introduce for a general system
of relations.
By a system of relations (ρn)n we mean a family of relations indexed by the positive integers such
that ρn is a relation on ΩnS for every n. We say that the system (ρn)n is fully invariant if, for each
continuous homomorphism ϕ : ΩnS → ΩmS and u ρn v, we have ϕ(u) ρm ϕ(v). Additionally, if every
relation ρn in this system is a closed stable quasiorder on ΩnS, then we call the system ρ = (ρn)n a fully
invariant system of closed stable quasiorders. It is not clear whether every such system ρ determines a
pseudovariety V such that ρ = (ρV,n) (see [5] for a discussion concerning a related conjecture). To explain
what kind of property is potentially missing, first denote ρ˜ = (ρ˜n)n, where ρ˜n is the equivalence relation
corresponding to ρn. Then, for each n we consider ΩnS/ρ˜n, which is a compact ordered semigroup,
where the partial order is ≤ρn . If for each n ≥ 1 the ordered semigroup ΩnS/ρ˜n is residually finite,
then ρ = ρV, where V is given as the class of all finite ordered semigroups which are finite quotients of
some ordered semigroup (ΩnS/ρ˜n, ·,≤ρn). If this property is true then we call ρ a complete system of
pseudoinequalities. Note that, for the corresponding pseudovariety V of ordered semigroups, we may also
write V = JρK to mean V = Jρn : n ≥ 1K. We talk about a complete system of pseudoidentities when V
is a selfdual pseudovariety of ordered semigroups. Notice also that V is selfdual if and only if each ρn is
symmetric.
The question whether the ordered semigroup ΩnS/ρ˜n is residually finite seems to be difficult in
general, but it is trivial in the case when ΩnS/ρ˜n is itself finite. This simple observation is sufficient for
our considerations, because it turns out to be enough to work with systems ρ = (ρn) for which each
equivalence relation ρ˜n has finite index. Note that this condition is equivalent to the pseudovariety JρK
being locally finite.
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For two fully invariant systems of closed stable quasiorders ρ and σ, we write ρ ⊆ σ if ρn ⊆ σn holds
for every n ≥ 1. For specific pseudovarieties V, such as CR, H, CR(H), B, Sl etc., we will use the symbol
∼V instead of ρV. In general, if we want to express that a pair u, v ∈ ΩnS is ρn-related then we may
omit the index n which is clear from the context and we may simply write u ρ v. Note that ρV ⊆ ρW
whenever W ⊆ V. In this way, we may write, e.g., ∼CR ⊆ ∼OCR ⊆ ∼B ⊆ ∼Sl.
We recall the definition of the functions 0 and 1, which are fundamental in the theory of completely
regular semigroups. Notice that these functions may be defined in a more general setting; however, in
our contribution, we use them just for the free profinite semigroups ΩXS over the finite set X . For
an arbitrary u ∈ ΩXS, we denote by c(u) the smallest set A ⊆ X such that u belongs to the closed
subsemigroup of ΩXS generated by A. In other words, it is the set of all letters occurring in u, i.e., the
set of all x ∈ X such that there exist u′, u′′ ∈ ΩXS1 satisfying u = u′xu′′; for this reason, it is called the
content of u. We extend the previous definition of the content function c to the case of the free profinite
monoid ΩXS
1 by putting c(1) = ∅. Recall that u ∼Sl v if and only if c(u) = c(v). Now, for every u ∈ ΩXS,
there are unique u′, u′′ ∈ ΩXS
1 and x ∈ X such that u = u′xu′′, x 6∈ c(u′) and c(u′) ∪ {x} = c(u). The
pseudoword u′ in this unique factorization is denoted by 0(u) and x in the same factorization is denoted
by 0(u). Note that for u such that |c(u)| = 1 we have 0(u) = 1. By left to right duality we obtain the
definition of 1(u) and 1(u). See [6] for further details.
A fundamental tool in semigroup theory is given by Green’s relations [14]. For two elements s and
t of a semigroup, we write s ≤J t, s ≤L t, s ≤R t if, respectively, the ideal, the left ideal, the right
ideal generated by s is contained in that generated by t. These are quasiorders on the semigroup, whose
intersection with their duals are denoted, respectively, J , L, and R. The intersection of R and L is
denoted H. A semigroup is said to be stable if s J st implies s R st and s J ts implies s L ts. It is well
known that, in a stable semigroup, the equivalence relation J is the join of R and L; moreover, the main
semigroups of interest in this paper, namely profinite semigroups and completely regular semigroups, are
stable [15].
Given a congruence θ on a semigroup S and one of Green’s relations K, we say that the elements
s and t of S are K-equivalent modulo θ if their θ-classes are K-equivalent in the quotient semigroup
S/θ. It is well known that, if V is a pseudovariety between Sl and CR, two pseudowords u, v ∈ ΩXS are
J -equivalent modulo V if and only if c(u) = c(v) (see [1, Theorem 8.1.7]); it follows that, in this case,
we have u R v modulo V if 0(u) = 0(v), and u L v modulo V if 1(u) = 1(v).
The following is an easy consequence of [21, Proposition 2.2] which gives the analogous result for
varieties.
Proposition 2.1 Let H be a locally finite pseudovariety of groups. Then CR(H) is a locally finite pseu-
dovariety of semigroups.
It is well known that every pseudovariety is the directed union of its subpseudovarieties generated by
a single semigroup, which are locally finite. For this purpose, it suffices to consider a countable sequence
of all (up to isomorphism) finite members of the pseudovariety and then for each natural number n to
take the pseudovariety generated by the direct product of the first n semigroups in the sequence. Such
an expression of G is used later.
3 Pseudovarieties above semilattices
In this section, we prove that above the pseudovariety Sl all pseudovarieties of ordered completely regular
semigroups are selfdual.
So, let V be a given pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups with the corresponding
fully invariant system of closed stable quasiorders ρV. Our goal is to show that all relations (ρV)n are
symmetric, which is equivalent with the selfduality of V.
Let H = V ∩ G. Thus, we assume that ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρV ⊆ ∼Sl. Although some of the following results
are satisfied for an arbitrary pseudovariety V, we further assume that H = V ∩ G is locally finite. Hence,
V ⊆ CR(H) is also locally finite by Proposition 2.1.
Following the basic idea of the paper [18], for a complete system of pseudoinequalities ρ, we consider
the system of relations ρ0 = (ρ0n)n where each ρ
0
n is defined as follows. On the set ΩnS we let u ρ
0
n v if
there are pseudowords u′, v′ ∈ Ωn+1S such that u′ ρn+1 v′, 0(u′) = u and 0(v′) = v. Furthermore, we let
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ρ0c = (ρ0cn )n where each ρ
0c
n is the intersection ρ
0
n ∩ (∼Sl)n. Dually, we define ρ
1 and ρ1c if we consider
the function 1 instead of 0.
Lemma 3.1 Let ρ be a complete system of pseudoinequalities such that ρ ⊆ ∼Sl and let u, v ∈ ΩXS be
pseudowords such that c(u) = c(v). If 0(u) ρ0 0(v), then there exist x, x′ ∈ X and s, s′ ∈ ΩXS1 such
that, for u′ = 0(u)xs and v′ = 0(v)x′s′, the following properties hold:
u′ ρ v′, 0(u′) = 0(u), 0(v′) = 0(v) (1)
c(u) = c(u′) = c(v′), 0(u) = x, 0(v) = x′ . (2)
Proof From the assumption that 0(u) ρ0 0(v) we know that there exist x, x′ ∈ X and s, s′ ∈ ΩXS1 such
that, for u′ = 0(u)xs and v′ = 0(u)x′s′, the conditions in (1) hold. We distinguish two cases. At first,
we assume that c(0(u)) = c(0(v)). Then x is equal to x′ because ρ ⊆ ∼Sl. Since ρ is fully invariant and
c(u) = c(v), we may assume that x belongs to c(u) \ c(0(u)). Consequently, the conditions in (2) hold.
Secondly, we assume that c(0(u)) 6= c(0(v)). Then x occurs in v′ and, therefore, in 0(v). In a similar way
we get that x′ occurs in 0(u). Since c(u′) = c(v′), we deduce (2) again. ⊓⊔
The following result relates ρ0 and ρ1 with the restriction of ρ to the set of idempotents, the so-called
trace of ρ.
Lemma 3.2 Let ρ be a complete system of pseudoinequalities such that ∼CR ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl and let u, v ∈
ΩXS be arbitrary pseudowords. Then u
ω ρ vω if and only if
0(u) ρ0 0(v), 1(u) ρ1 1(v), and u ∼Sl v . (3)
Proof Suppose first that uω ρ vω . Since, in general, w and wω = wwω−1 = wω−1w have the same values
for each of the functions c, 0, and 1, and ρ ⊆ ∼Sl, we obtain the conditions in (3).
Conversely, suppose that (3) holds. Let u′, v′ ∈ ΩXS be given by Lemma 3.1 and let u
′′, v′′ ∈ ΩXS
be given by the dual version of Lemma 3.1, concerning ρ1, so that there are y, y′ ∈ X and t, t′ ∈ ΩXS1
such that u′′ = ty1(u), v′′ = t′y′1(v), and
u′′ ρ v′′, 1(u′′) = 1(u), 1(v′′) = 1(v) (4)
c(u) = c(u′′) = c(v′′), 1(u) = y, 1(v) = y′ . (5)
From the first conditions in (1) and (4), we deduce that
(u′u′′)ω ρ (v′v′′)ω. (6)
But, by (2) and (5), the idempotents (u′u′′)ω and uω have the same content and, therefore, they are
J -equivalent modulo ∼CR. By (1) and (4), they also have the same values under each of the functions
0 and 1, which entails that they are H-equivalent modulo ∼CR, whence they are in the same ∼CR-class.
For the same reason, we also have (v′v′′)ω ∼CR vω. Combining these observations with (6), we obtain the
required relation uω ρ vω since ∼CR ⊆ ρ. ⊓⊔
The following lemma enables us to prove that the relations ρn are symmetric by a certain inductive
argument using the symmetry of both ρ0n and ρ
1
n. It is the order analog for finite semigroups of a key
and well known result in the theory of completely regular semigroups [22, Lemma VI.3.1].
Lemma 3.3 Let S be a completely regular semigroup and let ρ be a stable quasiorder on S. Then, the
following conditions are equivalent for arbitrary J -equivalent elements s, t ∈ S:
(i) s ρ t;
(ii) s0 ρ t0 and st−1 ρ (st−1)0;
(iii) s0 ρ t0 and t−1s ρ (t−1s)0;
(iv) s0 ρ t0 and s−1t ρ (s−1t)0;
(v) s0 ρ t0 and ts−1 ρ (ts−1)0.
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Proof We establish only the equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) as the equivalence of (i) with each of the remaining
conditions may be proved similarly.
Suppose first that s ρ t. Since ρ is stable, it follows that s0 ρ t0. On the other hand, multiplying on
the right s ρ t by t−1, we obtain st−1 ρ t0. Further multiplying on the left by (st−1)0, we deduce that
st−1 ρ (st−1)0.
For the converse, assuming (ii), note that s = s0ss0 ρ t0st0 = t0st−1t ρ t0(st−1)0t. Since t0 and
(st−1)0 are J -equivalent idempotents that admit as a common suffix the element t of the same J -class,
by stability of S, they are L-equivalent modulo ∼CR. Hence, we have t0(st−1)0t = t0t = t and, therefore,
s ρ t. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3.4 Let ρ be a complete system of pseudoinequalities such that ∼CR ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl and let u, v ∈
ΩXS be arbitrary pseudowords. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) u ρ v;
(ii) 0(u) ρ0 0(v), 1(u) ρ1 1(v), u ∼Sl v, and uvω−1 ρ (uvω−1)ω;
(iii) 0(u) ρ0 0(v), 1(u) ρ1 1(v), u ∼Sl v, and vuω−1 ρ (vuω−1)ω.
Proof The result is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. ⊓⊔
The next lemma describes basic properties of the relation ρ0c which is equal to ρ0 under the asumption
that ρ0 ⊆ ∼Sl. It enables an induction argument in the main statement of this section.
Lemma 3.5 Let H be a locally finite pseudovariety of groups and ρ be a complete system of pseu-
doinequalities such that ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl. Then ρ
0c is a complete system of pseudoinequalities which
contains ρ.
Proof First, we prove that for each n the relation ρ0cn is stable. Let u ρ
0c v be a pair of pseudowords and
w be another pseudoword and assume that u, v, w ∈ ΩnS. Consider the set A = c(uw) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}.
There exist k ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1} and s, s′ ∈ Ωn+1S1 such that
uxks ρn+1 vxks
′, xk 6∈ c(u) = c(v), xk = 0(uxks) = 0(vxks
′) .
Using the assumption that ρ is a fully invariant system, we may assume that k = n + 1. Since ρn+1 is
stable, we get wuxn+1s ρn+1 wvxn+1s
′ from which wu ρ0cn wv follows. To prove uw ρ
0c
n vw, we need to
substitute wxn+1 for xn+1 in uxn+1s ρn+1 vxn+1s
′ first, which is possible because ρ is fully invariant.
Next, we prove that, for each n, the relation ρ0cn is a quasiorder. The relation ρ
0c
n is clearly reflexive. To
prove transitivity, assume that we have u ρ0cn v and v ρ
0c
n w. Since ρ
0c ⊆ ∼Sl we have c(u) = c(v) = c(w).
Thus, there are k ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1} and s, s′ ∈ Ωn+1S1 such that
uxks ρn+1 vxks
′, xk 6∈ c(u) = c(v), xk = 0(uxks) = 0(vxks
′) .
We have similarly a letter xℓ and pseudowords t, t
′ ∈ Ωn+1S1 for the relation of pseudowords v ρ0cn w.
Since ρ is fully invariant, we may assume that xℓ = xk. Thus, we get
vxkt ρn+1 wxkt
′, xk 6∈ c(v) = c(w), xk = 0(vxkt) = 0(wxkt
′) .
If we use stability of ρ, we get (uxks)
ω ρn+1 (vxks
′)ω and (vxkt)
ω ρn+1 (wxkt
′)ω . If we multiply the first
relation by (vxkt)
ω on the right, we obtain (uxks)
ω(vxkt)
ω ρn+1 (vxks
′)ω(vxkt)
ω. Since 0((vxks
′)ω) =
0((vxkt)
ω) = v, the pseudowords (vxks
′)ω and (vxkt)
ω are R-equivalent idempotents modulo ∼CR(H). It
follows that their product (vxks
′)ω(vxkt)
ω is ∼CR(H)-equivalent to the right factor (vxkt)
ω. Thus, we have
(uxks)
ω(vxkt)
ω ρn+1 (vxkt)
ω, because ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρ. By transitivity of ρ and from (vxkt)
ω ρn+1 (wxkt
′)ω ,
we get (uxks)
ω(vxkt)
ω ρn+1 (wxkt
′)ω. By applying the 0 function, we may deduce that u ρ0cn w.
The next step is to show that, for each n, the relation ρ0cn is closed. Let (uk, vk)k be a sequence of
pairs of pseudowords in ρ0cn such that lim uk = u and lim vk = v. Since uk (∼Sl)n vk holds for every k, we
deduce that u (∼Sl)n v. By the assumption that uk ρ0n vk, there are ℓk ∈ {1, . . . , n+1} and pseudowords
sk, s
′
k ∈ Ωn+1S
1 such that
ukxℓksk ρn+1 vkxℓks
′
k, xℓk 6∈ c(uk) = c(vk), xℓk = 0(ukxℓksk) = 0(vkxℓks
′
k) .
We consider an infinite set I of indices such that c(uk) = c(u) for every k ∈ I. Then, we may assume that,
for all k ∈ I, the variable xℓk is equal to xn+1 because ρn+1 is fully invariant. Now, from the sequence
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of pairs (ukxℓksk, vkxℓks
′
k)k∈I we can choose a convergent subsequence; denote by (u¯, v¯) its limit. Since
ρn+1 is a closed relation, we obtain u¯ ρn+1 v¯. It follows that u = 0(u¯) ρ
0
n 0(v¯) = v because multiplication
is a continuous operation on Ωn+1S.
We also need to prove that ρ0c is fully invariant. Assume that we have u ρ0cn v and consider a
continuous homomorphism ϕ : ΩnS → ΩmS. Again, ρ0c ⊆ ∼Sl gives c(u) = c(v) and, moreover, there
are s, s′ ∈ Ωn+1S1 such that
uxn+1s ρn+1 vxn+1s
′, xn+1 6∈ c(u) = c(v), xn+1 = 0(uxn+1s) = 0(vxn+1s
′) .
Consider the continuous homomorphism ϕ′ : Ωn+1S → Ωm+1S defined by the rules ϕ(xn+1) = xm+1
and ϕ′(xi) = ϕ(xi) for all indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It follows that ϕ′(uxn+1s) ρm+1 ϕ′(vxn+1s′). Since
0(ϕ′(uxn+1s)) = ϕ
′(u) = ϕ(u) and, similarly, we have 0(ϕ′(vxn+1s
′)) = ϕ(v), we obtain ϕ(u) ρm ϕ(v).
We have proved that ρ0c is fully invariant.
Finally, assuming that u ρn v, we see that u and v have the same content and uxn+1 ρn+1 vxn+1.
Hence, u ρ0cn v and we get the inclusion ρn ⊆ ρ
0c
n . So, we have proved that ρ
0c is a fully invariant system
of closed stable quasiorders such that ρ ⊆ ρ0c. Since, for each n, the equivalence relation ρ˜n has finite
index, the same is true for ρ˜0cn . Consequently, the quotient ΩnS/ρ˜
0c
n is finite and ρ
0c is a complete system
of pseudoinequalities. ⊓⊔
The previous lemma can be applied in the case where ρ0 ⊆ ∼Sl. Since the constructed system of
relations ρ0 may not be contained in ∼Sl, we need to understand what happens in such a case.
Note that the inclusion ρ ⊆ ρ0, which was proved in the previous lemma, is true in general and does
not require the assumptions of the lemma.
Lemma 3.6 Let ρ be a complete system of pseudoinequalities such that ∼CR ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl. If ρ
0 is not
contained in ∼Sl, then all relations ρ0n are symmetric.
Proof Let u ρ0n v hold for a given arbitrary pair of pseudowords from ΩnS. We want to show that also
v ρ0n u. Assume for the moment, that c(u) 6= c(v). Since we obtain the pair (u, v) by application of the
function 0 on a certain pair of ρn+1-related pseudowords which have the same content, there are indices
k, ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
c(uxk) = c(vxℓ), 0(uxk) = u and 0(vxℓ) = v . (7)
Note that, whenever c(u) = c(v), one can take for xk and xℓ the letter xn+1 and (7) also holds. The pair
of pseudowords uxk, vxℓ is useful in the following considerations.
We distinguish two cases. First, assume that there is a pair of pseudowords s and t such that s ρm t,
the first letter of s is y, the first letter of t is z, and that these letters are different elements from
{x1, . . . , xm}. Now, we substitute in s and t the pseudoword vxℓ for y, the pseudoword uxk for z, and xk
for other variables. In this way, we obtain a continuous homomorphism ϕ : ΩmS → Ωn+1S and we get
ϕ(s) ρn+1 ϕ(t). Now, we see that 0(ϕ(s)) = v and 0(ϕ(t)) = u, which gives v ρ
0
n u. Thus, we are done in
this case.
In the second case, we assume that all ρ-related pseudowords have the same first letter. In particular,
we may assume that the first letter of u and v is xj . However, there are s and t such that s ρm t and
c(0(s)) 6= c(0(t)). Then, 0(s) = y 6= z = 0(t) hold for some letters y, z ∈ {x1, . . . , xm}. We substitute in
both s and t the pseudowords xωj vxℓ for z, x
ω
j uxk for y and x
ω
j for other variables. In this way, we obtain
a continuous homomorphism ϕ : ΩmS→ Ωn+1S. Then, for the resulting ρ-related pseudowords ϕ(s) and
ϕ(t), we have 0(ϕ(s)) = xωj v and 0(ϕ(t)) = x
ω
j u by condition (7). Since ∼CR⊆ ρ, x
ω+1
j is ρ˜-related to xj .
Hence, the initial factor xωj in both ϕ(s) and ϕ(t) can be removed because both v and u start with xj .
In this way, we obtain certain ρ-related pseudowords s′ and t′ such that 0(ϕ(s′)) = v and 0(ϕ(t′)) = u
which gives v ρ0 u. ⊓⊔
Now we are ready to prove the main result in this section.
Proposition 3.7 Let H be a locally finite pseudovariety of groups. Let ρ be a complete system of pseu-
doinequalities such that ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl. Then ρ is a complete system of pseudoidentities.
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Proof We need to prove that, for every positive integer n, the relation ρn is symmetric, i.e., we want to
prove the implication
∀u, v : u ρn v =⇒ v ρn u . (8)
This implication is slightly informal as it is not clear how n is quantified. At first, we need to clarify the
relationship between the pseudowords u, v and the index n. We know that u ∈ ΩnS implies u ∈ ΩmS for
every m > n. Therefore, for a pair of pseudowords u ∈ ΩnS and v ∈ ΩmS, there is a minimum k such
that u, v ∈ ΩkS, which we denote nu,v for the purpose of this proof. Thus, the index n in the implication
(8) is meant as this minimum index. Since n depends on u and v, we need to further clarify from which
set these pseudowords are taken. So, we denote Ω the union of all ΩnS. Now we may write (8) in the
following refined form:
∀u, v ∈ Ω : u ρnu,v v =⇒ v ρnu,v u.
Moreover, we prove this statement for all possible ρ satisfying the assumptions. For that purpose,
we denote by ΓH the class of all complete systems of pseudoinequalities ρ such that ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρ ⊆ ∼Sl.
Note that the assumption ∼CR(H)⊆ ρ immediately gives that ρn has finite index for every n. Now, we are
ready to improve (8) into the final precise form:
∀u, v ∈ Ω, ∀ρ ∈ ΓH : u ρnu,v v =⇒ v ρnu,v u . (9)
We prove this statement by induction with respect to the size of c(u).
Let us assume that |c(u)| = 1 and let n = nu,v. Then, from the assumption that ρ ⊆ ∼Sl, we obtain
the equalities c(u) = c(v) = {xn}. Since CR(H) is locally finite, there exist positive integers a and b such
that u ∼CR(H) x
a
n and v ∼CR(H) x
b
n. As ∼CR(H) ⊆ ρ, we deduce that x
a
n ρ x
b
n. Raising to the power ω − 1
and multiplying by xa+bn , we obtain x
b
n ρ x
a
n, whence v ρ u.
Assume next that |c(u)| = k > 1 and that the statement (9) holds for every u containing less than k
letters. Since u ρ v, we get by Lemma 3.4 that
0(u) ρ0 0(v), 1(u) ρ1 1(v), u ∼Sl v, uv
ω−1 ρ (uvω−1)ω and vuω−1 ρ (vuω−1)ω . (10)
We want to use the same lemma which also gives the reverse implication. To prove that v ρ u, we need to
check that v and u may be interchanged in (10). To prove the implication 0(u) ρ0 0(v) ⇒ 0(v) ρ0 0(u),
we distinguish two cases. If ρ0 ⊆ ∼Sl then we have ρ0 = ρ0c ∈ ΓH by Lemma 3.5. We may now use the
induction assumption, namely that the statement (9) is valid for the pair of pseudowords 0(u), 0(v) ∈ Ω. If
ρ0 is not contained in ∼Sl then ρ0 is symmetric by Lemma 3.6. So, in both cases, we obtain 0(v) ρ0 0(u).
The implication 1(u) ρ1 1(v) ⇒ 1(v) ρ1 1(u) follows dually from all appropriate dual versions of the
lemmas. Finally, we may conclude that v ρ u by Lemma 3.4. ⊓⊔
We are now ready to establish the main result, which is presented as Theorem 1 in the introduction.
Theorem 3.8 Let V be a pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups containing all semi-
lattices. Then V is selfdual.
Proof Let (Hi)i≥1 be a sequence of locally finite pseudovarieties of groups such that Hi ⊆ Hj for i < j
and
⋃
i≥1 Hi = G. Consider, for every i ≥ 1, the pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups
Vi = V ∩ CR(Hi). Clearly, we have Sl ⊆ Vi ⊆ CR(Hi). Next, consider the corresponding complete system
of pseudoinequalities ρVi for which we have ∼CR(Hi) ⊆ ρVi ⊆ ∼Sl. Then, by Proposition 3.7, ρVi is a
complete system of pseudoidentities. In other words, Vi is selfdual.
Now, we have ⋃
i≥1
Vi =
⋃
i≥1
(V ∩ CR(Hi)) = V ∩
⋃
i≥1
CR(Hi) = V ∩ CR = V .
Finally, the statement of the theorem follows from the observation that every directed union of selfdual
pseudovarieties is a selfdual pseudovariety. ⊓⊔
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4 Normal orthogroups
As defined in the introduction, a normal orthogroup is a completely regular semigroup for which the
subsemigroup of idempotents is a normal band. The pseudovariety of all finite normal orthogroups is
thus given by
NOCR = Jxω+1 = x, xωyω = (xωyω)ω, xωyωxωzωxω = xωzωxωyωxωK.
A structural description of normal orthogroups is well known: they are strong normal bands of groups,
see, e.g., [22, Section IV.2]. Notice that one of the consequences of this description is the equality NOCR =
NB∨G. In some sense, we improve the characterization for the finite ordered case. Some of the following
results are well known and might be omitted (for example Lemma 4.2), however we keep most details to
make the paper self-contained. In comparison with [22], we want to modify the results in three directions.
Firstly, we consider ordered semigroups and secondly we work within the theory of pseudovarieties of
finite semigroups. The third direction, which is only implicitly contained in [22, Theorem IV.2.7], is the
relativization with respect the fixed pseudovariety of groups.
Throughout this section, V denotes a pseudovariety of ordered semigroups. Before we introduce the
results concerning ordered normal orthogroups, we explain the importance of the pseudovariety NOCR
for our discussions.
Lemma 4.1 Let V ⊆ CR be such that Sl 6⊆ V. Then V |= xωyωxω ≤ xω or V |= xω ≤ xωyωxω. In both
cases V ⊆ NOCR.
Proof We assume that ρV 6⊆ ∼Sl. This means that there is (u, v) ∈ ρV such that there is a variable y
that occurs in just one of the pseudowords u and v. If we substitute yω for the variable y and xω for all
other variables and if we multiply the resulting pseudoinequality by xω from both sides, we obtain either
xωyωxω ρV x
ω or xω ρV x
ωyωxω. This gives the first part of the statement.
Now assume that xωyωxω ρV x
ω as the second case is dual. Multiplying by yω yields the relation
(xωyω)2 ρV x
ωyω. Multiplying by xωyω and using transitivity, we deduce that (xωyω)3 ρV x
ωyω. In-
ductively, it follows that (xωyω)n! ρV x
ωyω for every n ≥ 1. The left side of this relation converges to
(xωyω)ω. Since ρV is closed, we deduce that (x
ωyω)ω ρV x
ωyω. As ρV is a stable quasiorder and ∼CR ⊆ ρV,
we obtain V |= (xωyω)ω = xωyω. Since every product of idempotents is idempotent modulo V, we get
xωyωxωzωxω ρV x
ωyωxωzωxω · xωyωxωzωxω . (11)
Using xωyωxω ρV x
ω and xωzωxω ρV x
ω in the prefix and the suffix of the right hand side of (11) we
get xωyωxωzωxω ρV x
ωzωxωyωxω. Exchanging y and z, we obtain xωzωxωyωxω ρV x
ωyωxωzωxω which
implies V ⊆ NOCR. ⊓⊔
We recall some basic facts concerning normal orthogroups. We start by recalling the solution of the
word problem for normal bands which is well known: for the pseudowords u, v, we have NB |= u = v if
and only if c(u) = c(v), the first letter in u is the same as the first letter in v and the last letter in u is the
same as the last letter in v. This property implies, for example, that NOCR |= xωyωxωzωxω = xωyωzωxω .
We use such pseudoidentities freely. Other useful pseudoidentities are mentioned in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 The pseudovariety NOCR satisfies the pseudoidentities (xy)ω = xωyω and xωyxωzxω =
xωyzxω.
Proof Clearly, the pseudowords xωyω and xy are J -related modulo ∼NOCR. Since we can interchange the
placing of idempotents inside a product of idempotents we have (xy)ωxωyω ∼NOCR xω(xy)ωxωyω ∼NOCR
xωxω(xy)ωyω = (xy)ω . In the same way we get xωyω(xy)ω ∼NOCR (xy)ω . Thus, modulo ∼NOCR, we have
(xy)ω ≤R xωyω and also (xy)ω ≤L xωyω. By stability of profinite semigroups, we deduce that (xy)ω and
xωyω are H-related modulo ∼NOCR. Since both are idempotents, they are equal modulo ∼NOCR.
We may derive the following sequence of pseudoidentities which are valid in NOCR:
xωyxωzxω = (xωy)ω+1xω(zxω)ω+1
= xωy · xω · (xωy)ωxω(zxω)ω · xω · zxω
= xωy · xω · (xωy)ω(zxω)ω · xω · zxω
= (xωy)ω+1(zxω)ω+1 = xωyzxω. ⊓⊔
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The following lemma is a natural modification of the important statement that, in every normal
orthogroup, the H-relation is a congruence.
Lemma 4.3 Let S be an ordered normal orthogroup. Then the mapping ϕ : S → E(S) given by the
rule ϕ(a) = aω is a homomorphism of ordered semigroups. Moreover, if β : S → T is a surjective
homomorphism such that T is an ordered band, then β can be factorized through ϕ.
Proof The property ϕ(st) = ϕ(s) · ϕ(t), for every pair s, t of elements of S, follows from Lemma 4.2. If
s ≤ t then sω ≤ tω follows. Hence, ϕ is also an isotone mapping.
Now, for s ∈ S we have β(s) = β(s2). The second part follows from the fact that β ◦ ϕ = β, because
β(ϕ(s)) = β(sω) = β(s). ⊓⊔
Before we exhibit another canonical surjective homomorphism from an ordered normal orthogroup,
we introduce some important examples of ordered normal orthogroups. The first example of a normal
orthogroup is a 0-group, that is, a group G enriched by a zero element 0. We denote this semigroup G0.
Since we are interested in ordered semigroups, we point out that the partial order that we consider on
G0 is the equality. However, there are other possible stable partial orders on this semigroup, which we
denote in a different way. The ordered semigroup G⊤ is the set G ∪ {⊤} together with the operation
· which is an extension of the multiplication on G such that the element ⊤ is a zero element which
is the maximum element with respect to the partial order ≤. Notice that all the other elements are
incomparable, because they are members of the group. One can see that G⊤ is a normal orthogroup
satisfying the pseudoinequality xω ≤ xωyωxω. We denote the dual ordered semigroup of G⊤ as G⊥. This
means that the special element ⊥ in G⊥ is a zero with respect to the multiplication and it is the minimum
element with respect to the partial order. Thus, G⊥ satisfies the pseudoinequality xωyωxω ≤ xω .
If we take G to be a trivial group consisting of the idempotent element 1, then we obtain in the
previous construction an ordered semilattice {1}⊤ = U+ = {1,⊤} which satisfies the identity x ≤ xyx.
One can show that Sl+ = Jx2 = x, xy = yx, x ≤ xyK = Jx2 = x, x ≤ yxyK is the pseudovariety
of ordered semigroups generated by U+: indeed, in every non-trivial ordered semilattice S satisfying
x ≤ xy we can choose two distinct elements a, b such that a 6= ab and consider the subsemigroup {a, ab}
which is isomorphic to U+. By the description, contained in Proposition 4.4 below, of the lattice of all
pseudovarieties of ordered normal bands by Emery [10], we also see that Sl+ is a minimal pseudovariety
of ordered semigroups. The other minimal pseudovarieties in the lattice are the dual pseudovariety Sl−,
which is generated by the dual ordered semigroup U− = {1,⊥}, and the well known pseudovarieties of
left zero semigroups LZ = Jxy = xK and right zero semigroups RZ = Jxy = yK. The pseudovariety LZ is
generated by a two element semigroup L = {a, b} with the multiplication given by the rules aa = ab = a,
ba = bb = b. Although one may order this semigroup by a < b to obtain an ordered semigroup L<, this
homomorphic image of L generates the same pseudovariety, because L is isomorphic to the subsemigroup
of the product L<×L< consisting of two incomparable elements (a, b) and (b, a). Finally, from left-right
duality we get that RZ is also generated by a single two-element right zero semigroup R. Now, we are
ready to recall the description of the lattice of all pseudovarieties of normal bands [10], including the
subsequent reformulation using minimal generators, which explains that the lattice is isomorphic to the
4th power of a two-element lattice.
Proposition 4.4 ([10]) The lattice of all pseudovarieties of ordered normal bands is presented on Fig-
ure 1. The characterization of every pseudovariety by an inequality is given inside B, that is the identity
x2 = x is satisfied too.
Corollary 4.5 The lattice of all pseudovarieties of ordered normal bands is isomorphic to the set of all
subsets of the set {U+, U−, L,R} partially ordered by the inclusion relation.
Proof A formal proof needs to check which inequalities are satisfied in the semigroups U+, U−, L and
R. We omit such technical computations and show just one example. The inequality x ≤ xy is satisfied
by U+ and L and it is not satisfied by U− and R. ⊓⊔
Now, we return to our aim, namely to the description of all pseudovarieties of ordered normal or-
thogroups. We start with one particular case.
Lemma 4.6 Let V ⊆ NOCR be such that V |= xω = xωyωxω. Then, we have V = (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G).
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Jx = yK
Jx ≤ yxyK Jyxy ≤ xK
Jxy = yxK
Jxy = xK
Jx ≤ xyK Jxy ≤ xK
Jxyz = xzyK
Jyx = xK
Jx ≤ yxK Jyx ≤ xK
Jxyz = yxzK
Jx = xyxK
Jx ≤ xyxK Jxyx ≤ xK
Jxyzx = xzyxK
Fig. 1 The lattice of pseudovarieties of ordered normal bands.
Proof Let S ∈ NOCR be such that S |= xω = xωyωxω. This means that E(S) is a rectangular band. In
particular, S is a completely simple semigroup. We choose one idempotent e ∈ E(S) and consider He,
the H-class of e. Now, we consider the mapping ψ : S → He given by the rule ψ(s) = ese. Clearly, the
mapping ψ is isotone. Moreover, for every s, t ∈ S we have ψ(s) · ψ(t) = ese · ete = este = ψ(st) by
Lemma 4.2. Thus ψ is a homomorphism of ordered semigroups.
Next, we consider the mapping α : S → E(S) × He given by the rule α(s) = (ϕ(s), ψ(s)), where
ϕ : S → E(S) is described in Lemma 4.3. Since both ϕ and ψ are homomorphisms, α is a homomorphism
as well. We claim that α is injective. Let s and t be such that α(s) = α(t). Then sω = ϕ(s) = ϕ(t) = tω
gives that s and t belong to the same H-class. By Green’s Lemmas the mapping s 7→ ese is an injective
mapping from Hsω onto He. Hence, s = t and the claim is proved.
Since both mappings ϕ and ψ are surjective, it follows that E(S) ∈ V ∩ NB and He ∈ V ∩ G. Thus,
we obtain S ∈ (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G), which completes the proof. ⊓⊔
Now, we extend the conclusion of the previous lemma to more pseudovarieties.
Lemma 4.7 Let V ⊆ NOCR be such that V |= xω ≤ xωyωxω. Then V = (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G).
Proof If V |= xω = xωyωxω then we can apply Lemma 4.6. So, assume that there is a semigroup T in V
which does not satisfy the pseudoidentity xω = xωyωxω. Thus, there are e, f ∈ E(T ) such that e 6= efe,
e ≤ efe. Hence, U+ is isomorphic to the ordered subsemigroup {e, efe} of T , and therefore U+ belongs
to V.
Now, let S be an arbitrary ordered semigroup from V. Let e be an arbitrary idempotent in S and He
be the subgroup of S formed by the H-class of e. Recall that V ⊆ NOCR implies (ese)ω = esωe, for every
s ∈ S. So, assuming esωe = e, we obtain ese ∈ He. Hence we can define the mapping ψe : S → H⊤e given
by the rule
ψe(x) =
{
exe, if exωe = e
⊤, otherwise.
We claim that ψe is a homomorphism from the ordered semigroup S to the ordered normal orthogroup
H⊤e .
Let s, t ∈ S be arbitrary elements. Since esωe · etωe = esωtωe = e(st)ωe, we deduce that e(st)ωe = e
if and only if both equalities esωe = e and etωe = e are valid. Therefore, the disjunction ψe(s) = ⊤
or ψe(t) = ⊤ is equivalent to ψe(st) = ⊤. And, furthermore, if ψe(st) 6= ⊤, i.e., ψe(st) = este, then
ψe(s) = ese and ψe(t) = ete. In this case, we get ψe(s) · ψe(t) = ese · ete = este by Lemma 4.2. Thus, in
every case ψe(st) = ψe(s) · ψe(t).
Now, assume that s, t ∈ S are such that s ≤ t. We need to show that ψe(s) ≤ ψe(t), which is trivially
satisfied if ψe(t) = ⊤. So, assume that etωe = e and ψe(t) = ete. From s ≤ t we get ese ≤ ete. Thus,
esωe = (ese)ω ≤ (ete)ω = etωe = e. Since S satisfies the pseudoidentity xω ≤ xωyωxω, we also get
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e ≤ esωe. Hence, esωe = e and we obtain ψe(s) = ese. Now, the inequality ψe(s) ≤ ψe(t) follows from
s ≤ t. We proved the claim.
Note that ψe is surjective if and only if e does not belong to the minimal J -class of S. If e belongs
to the minimal J -class, then ψe(S) = He. These observations are not used in what follows, because
we use another argument which ensures that H⊤e ∈ V. We just notice that H
⊤
e may be seen as a
homomorphic image of the product He × U+ using the homomorphism β : He × U+ → H⊤e mapping
(g, 1) 7→ g, (g,⊤) 7→ ⊤ for each g ∈ He. Since we have U+ ∈ V ∩ NB and He ∈ V ∩ G, we see that
H⊤e ∈ (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G). In the rest of the proof, we show that S may be reconstructed from these
ordered normal orthogroups and from the ordered normal band E(S) ∈ V ∩ NB. To prove this, we use
also the homomorphism ϕ : S → E(S) described in Lemma 4.3.
We consider the following homomorphism
α : S → E(S)×
∏
e∈E(S)
H⊤e ,
where, for every s ∈ S, we put α(s) = (ϕ(s), (ψe(s))e∈E(S)). Since ϕ and all ψe’s are homomorphisms of
ordered semigroups, the mapping α is also a homomorphism. We show that α is injective. Let s, t ∈ S
be such that α(s) = α(t). Then, ϕ(s) = sω = tω = ϕ(t) is an idempotent from E(S) which we denote by
f . Then, we have also ψf (s) = ψf (t), from which we deduce that fsf = ftf . Since f = s
ω = tω we get
s = sω+1 = fsf = ftf = tω+1 = t and we proved that α is injective.
Since H⊤e ∈ (V ∩NB)∨ (V ∩G), for every e ∈ E(S), we get S ∈ (V ∩NB)∨ (V ∩ G) as well. As S was
an arbitrary member of V we have thus proved that V ⊆ (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G). ⊓⊔
Let RB = Jxyx = x, x2 = xK be the pseudovariety of all finite rectangular bands. We are now ready
for establishing a more precise version of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4.8 The mapping ι : Lo(NOCR) → Lo(Sl)×L(RB)×L(G) given by the rule ι(V) = (V∩Sl,V∩
RB,V ∩ G) is a lattice isomorphism.
Proof From the structure of the lattice Lo(NB), we know that the correspondence V 7→ (V ∩ Sl,V ∩
RB) defines a lattice isomorphism Lo(NB) → Lo(Sl) × L(RB). We consider the mapping γ : Lo(NB) ×
L(G) → Lo(NOCR) given by the rule γ(V,H) = V ∨ H. Clearly, both mappings ι and γ are isotone
mappings between the ordered sets Lo(NOCR) and Lo(NB) × L(G). We show that they are mutually
inverse mappings. This implies that they are isomorphisms of ordered sets and therefore also lattice
isomorphisms.
To show that γ ◦ ι is the identity mapping, we need to prove that (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G) = V for
every V ⊆ NOCR. This is true if V |= xω ≤ xωyωxω , by Lemma 4.7. Clearly, one may use the dual
version of the lemma if V |= xωyωxω ≤ xω. So, we may assume that V does not satisfy any of these
two pseudoinequalities. Thus, by Lemma 4.1 we know that Sl ⊆ V. From Theorem 3.8 we get that
V is selfdual. This means that if we consider an arbitrary ordered semigroup (S, ·,≤) ∈ V, then the
pseudovariety V contains also the ordered semigroup (S, ·,=). Since (S, ·,≤) is a homomorphic image of
(S, ·,=) we may deal only with the case of unordered semigroups.
So, let (S, ·,=) ∈ V be arbitrary. Now, it is possible to modify the proof of Lemma 4.7 in such a
way that H⊤e is replaced by H
0
e . Since the partial order on S is equality, the mapping ψe is trivially
isotone. Moreover, V contains Sl and, therefore, H0e ∈ (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G). Thus, we conclude that
S ∈ (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G). We have proved the required equality (V ∩ NB) ∨ (V ∩ G) = V.
To show that ι◦γ is the identity mapping, we need to show that (V∨H)∩NB = V and (V∨H)∩G = H
for every pair V ⊆ NB and H ⊆ G.
For the first equality, one direction, namely (V ∨ H) ∩ NB ⊇ V, is trivial. Let S be an arbitrary
member of (V∨H)∩NB. This means that there are S1 ∈ V, S2 ∈ H and there is an ordered subsemigroup
T of S1 × S2 such that there is a surjective homomorphism of ordered semigroups β : T → S. Since
S1 × S2 ∈ V ∨ H ⊆ NB ∨ G ⊆ NOCR, by Lemma 4.3 we know that the restriction of β to E(T ) is also
a surjective homomorphism of ordered semigroups. Hence, we may assume that T is an ordered band.
Since S2 is a group, we see that T is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of S1. Hence, we have T ∈ V and,
consequently, S ∈ V and the equality (V ∨ H) ∩ NB = V is proved.
From the well known fact that, for a surjective homomorphism β : T → G, where T is a finite
semigroup and G is a group, there is a subgroup H of T such that β(H) = G, it follows that the mapping
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V 7→ V ∩ G is a complete homomorphism Lo(S) → L(G). This was observed in [7, Theorem 3.1] for the
unordered case, but the easy proof is the same for the ordered case. In particular, we have (V∨H)∩G = H
and the proof is complete. ⊓⊔
5 Applications
We gather in this section several applications of our results.
Selfduality of pseudovarieties of ordered completely regular semigroups may now be characterized by
very simple conditions.
Theorem 5.1 Let V be a pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) the pseudovariety V is selfdual;
(ii) the intersection V ∩ NB is selfdual;
(iii) the intersection V ∩ Sl is selfdual;
(iv) either both or none of the ordered semilattices U+ and U− belong to V.
Proof The implications (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii) follow from the fact that the intersection of selfdual pseudovari-
eties is also selfdual. On the other hand, (iii)⇒ (iv) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.5.
To prove that (iv)⇒ (i), note first that, if both U+ and U− belong to V, then V contains Sl; hence,
V is selfdual by Theorem 3.8. On the other hand, if neither U+ nor U− belong to V, then V is contained
in NOCR by Lemma 4.1 and V = (V ∩ Sl) ∨ (V ∩ RB) ∨ (V ∩ G) by Theorem 4.8; by Corollary 4.5, we
conclude that V ∩ Sl is the trivial pseudovariety and, therefore, V is selfdual. ⊓⊔
Given a pseudovariety of ordered semigroups V, note that V ∨ Vd is the least selfdual pseudovariety
containing V. We call it the selfdual closure of V and denote it V˜.
Proposition 5.2 The selfdual closure of a pseudovariety V of ordered completely regular semigroups is
the join V ∨ V′ where V′ is the selfdual closure of V ∩ Sl.
Proof If V contains Sl, then V ∨ V′ = V is selfdual by Theorem 3.8. Otherwise, by Theorem 4.8 we have
a decomposition V = (V∩Sl)∨ (V∩RB)∨ (V∩G), where the only term that may not be selfdual is V∩Sl.
Since the selfdual closure of V ∩ Sl is precisely V′, the result is now immediate. ⊓⊔
Following the terminology of [4], we say that a pseudovariety of semigroups is order primitive if it
is not generated by a proper subpseudovariety of ordered semigroups; equivalently, a pseudovariety is
order primitive if it is not the selfdual closure of a non-selfdual pseudovariety of order semigroups. We
also recall the Krohn-Rhodes complexity pseudovarieties [16]. Denote by A the pseudovariety consisting
of all finite aperiodic semigroups, that is finite semigroups all of whose subgroups are trivial. Note that
CR∩A = B. Given pseudovarieties of semigroups V andW, V∗W denotes the pseudovariety of semigroups
generated by all semidirect products S ∗ T with S ∈ V and T ∈ W. It is well known that this defines an
associative operation on L(S). The complexity pseudovarieties Cn are defined recursively by C0 = A and
Cn+1 = Cn ∗ G ∗ A. From the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem it follows that the ascending chain
Cn covers S. For much more on the Krohn-Rhodes complexity, see [30].
Theorem 5.3 Let V ∈ L(CR). Then V is not order primitive if and only if V ⊆ NOCR and V ∩ B lies
in the interval [Sl,NB].
Proof Suppose first that V = W˜ with V 6= W. In particular, W is not selfdual and so, by Theorem 3.8
and Lemma 4.1, we must have V ⊆ NOCR, so that V ∩ B ⊆ NB. If Sl is not contained in V, then neither
U+ nor U− can belong to W; by Theorem 5.1, it then follows that W must be selfdual, which contradicts
our assumptions. Hence, the inclusion Sl ⊆ V holds.
For the converse, consider the pseudovariety U = V ∩ B. By inspection of Figure 1, the assumption
that U belongs to the interval [Sl,NB] implies that U = X˜, where X = (U∩RB)∨Sl+. From Theorem 4.8,
it follows that V = W˜, where W = X ∨ (V ∩ G). Moreover, W is not selfdual by Theorems 4.8 and 5.1.
Hence, V is not order primitive. ⊓⊔
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The following result settles one of the problems left open in [4, Table 3].
Corollary 5.4 For every n ≥ 0, the pseudovariety CR ∩ Cn is order primitive.
Proof It suffices to note that Cn contains B, so that CR ∩ Cn fails both criteria of Theorem 5.3. ⊓⊔
The following extends to the ordered case a result of Pastijn [20].
Theorem 5.5 The lattice Lo(CR) is modular.
Proof We must show that the pentagon
U
V
W
X
Y
does not appear as a sublattice of Lo(CR). Suppose, on the contrary, that it does appear. The idea of
the proof is to show that it is possible to render selfdual all vertices of the pentagon still retaining a
pentagon, which leads to a contradiction since the lattice L(CR) is modular [20, Corollary 8].
We first observe that Y cannot belong to Lo(NOCR) since this lattice is modular as it is isomorphic
to a product of modular lattices by Theorem 4.8. Note also that either at least one of U and V is not
selfdual or W is not selfdual, but not both conditions can hold: otherwise, either all vertices of the
pentagon are selfdual or they all belong to Lo(NOCR). Moreover, the (left: U, V; or right: W) side of
the pentagon where non-selfduality is not present must contain Sl while, on the other side, none of the
vertices contains Sl: first, if on both sides we would have pseudovarieties not containing Sl, then the
pentagon would be found within Lo(NOCR) by Lemma 4.1; second, if Sl is contained in at least one
pseudovariety on each side, then it is contained in X and the pentagon would be placed in L(CR) by
Theorem 3.8. The same argument shows that, U is selfdual if and only if so is V. In any case, X cannot
be selfdual.
Let RG = RB ∨ G, the pseudovariety of all finite so-called rectangular groups. We replace in the
pentagon each non-selfdual vertex by its intersection with RG. We show that this produces a sublattice
of L(CR) which is still a pentagon.
Consider first the case where U, V, and X are not selfdual. Then, these three pseudovarieties are
replaced by their intersections with RG. Doing so, the new bottom pseudovariety is still the only inter-
section of the two new sides. On the other hand, as W contains Sl, each of U and V is contained in the
join with W of its intersection with RG; hence, Y remains the only join of the new two sides. Thus, we
obtain a pentagon, except if there is some side which collapses. The only possible collapse would come
from the identification of two vertices being intersected with RG. But, since U, V, and X are not selfdual
and form a chain, their intersections with Sl must be the same. Hence, by Theorem 4.8, their intersections
with RG must remain distinct.
Finally, consider the case where W is not selfdual. Then, both W and X are replaced by their inter-
sections with RG. The argument in the preceding paragraph then allows us to show that the modified
pentagon is still a pentagon. Thus, in all cases, we reach the announced contradiction, thereby proving
the theorem. ⊓⊔
We next recall the following result of Reilly and Zhang.
Theorem 5.6 ([28]) The correspondence V 7→ V ∩ B defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice
L(S).
As a step in the proof that intersection with B remains a complete endomorphism of the lattice Lo(S),
we first show that that is the case for the restriction to Lo(CR).
Since NOCR = NB ∨ G and taking the intersection with B determines a complete endomorphism
of L(S), it follows that V∩B = V∩NB for every V ∈ Lo(NOCR). We use this property freely for the rest
of the paper.
Lemma 5.7 Let V be a pseudovariety of ordered completely regular semigroups. Then, we have V˜ ∩ B =
V˜ ∩ B.
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Proof If V is selfdual, then so is V∩B and this is the value of both sides of the equality in the statement of
the lemma. If V is not selfdual then V˜ is contained in NOCR. By Proposition 5.2, since V is not selfdual,
we have V˜ = V ∨ Sl. We thus obtain the following chain of equalities:
V˜ ∩ B = V˜ ∩ NB = (V ∩ NB) ∨ Sl = (V ∨ Sl) ∩ NB = V˜ ∩ NB = V˜ ∩ B. ⊓⊔
Theorem 5.8 The correspondence V 7→ V ∩ B defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice Lo(CR).
Proof Obviously, taking intersection with B preserves arbitrary intersections. Consider a family (Vi)i∈I of
members of Lo(CR). If none of the Vi contains Sl, then they all belong to Lo(NOCR) by Lemma 4.1; hence,
in this case, the result follows from the fact that intersection with NB defines a complete endomorphism
of Lo(NOCR) by Theorem 4.8. It remains to consider the case where at least one of the Vi contains Sl. In
such a case, by Proposition 5.2, we have
∨
i∈I Vi =
∨
i∈I V˜i and
∨
i∈I(Vi∩B) =
∨
i∈I V˜i ∩ B. On the other
hand, by Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.6 we obtain the equalities
∨
i∈I V˜i ∩ B =
∨
i∈I(V˜i∩B) = (
∨
i∈I V˜i)∩B.
Combining the two preceding observations, we obtain the desired equality
∨
i∈I(Vi ∩B) = (
∨
i∈I Vi)∩B.
⊓⊔
Next, we use the method of Reilly and Zhang [28] to produce complete endomorphisms of the lattice
Lo(S). Following the terminology in that paper, we denote by DCh the class of finite completely regular
semigroups S such that the partially ordered set S/J is a chain. The next two lemmas are borrowed
from [28]. The first is the core of the argument.
Lemma 5.9 ([28, Lemma 3.10]) Let S ∈ DCh, T ∈ S, and ϕ : T → S be a surjective homomorphism.
Then there exists a subsemigroup R of T such that R ∈ DCh and the restriction ϕ|R is surjective.
For a class C of finite ordered semigroups, denote by 〈C〉o the pseudovariety of ordered semigroups
generated by C.
Lemma 5.10 (see [28, Lemma 3.11]) Let U,V ∈ Lo(S). If S ∈ DCh is such that S ∈ U ∨ V, then
S ∈ 〈U ∩ DCh〉o ∨ 〈V ∩ DCh〉o.
Proof The proof of [28, Lemma 3.11] carries through unchanged to the ordered case; it is a simple
application of Lemma 5.9. ⊓⊔
We may now state the ordered version of the main result of [28, Theorem 3.12].
Theorem 5.11 Let W ∈ Lo(CR) have the following properties:
(i) the correspondence V 7→ V ∩W defines an endomorphism of the lattice Lo(CR);
(ii) if V ∈ Lo(W) then we have V = 〈V ∩DCh〉o.
Then the correspondence V 7→ V ∩W defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice Lo(S).
Proof Taking into account Lemma 5.10, the proof of [28, Theorem 3.12] carries over unchanged to the
ordered case to show that the correspondence V 7→ V∩W defines an endomorphism of the lattice Lo(S).
That it is actually a complete endomorphism follows from the order analog of [28, Lemma 3.2], whose
proof requires no essential changes. ⊓⊔
The following in an immediate application of Theorems 5.8 and 5.11.
Corollary 5.12 The correspondence V 7→ V ∩ B defines a complete endomorphism of the lattice Lo(S).
Proof It only remains to verify the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 5.11, namely that V = 〈V ∩ DCh〉o for
every V ∈ Lo(B). This is well known in case V is selfdual. For each of the eight non-selfdual V ∈ Lo(B),
which appear in Figure 1, we gave in Section 4 generating sets consisting of elements of DCh, namely a
suitable subset of the set {U+, U−, L,R}. ⊓⊔
Adopting the terminology of [30, Definition 6.1.5], we say that an element a of a lattice is strictly
finite join irreducible (sfji) if a = b ∨ c implies a = b or a = c; and we say that a is finite join irreducible
(fji) if a ≤ b ∨ c implies a ≤ b or a ≤ c.
The following result solves a problem left open in [4, Table 3].
Corollary 5.13 The pseudovariety B is fji in the lattice Lo(S).
Proof It is easy to see that, if V is sfji and intersection with V distributes over finite joins, then V is fji.
On the other hand, it follows from Kuřil’s characterization of Lo(B) [18] that B is sfji in Lo(S). ⊓⊔
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6 Final remarks
Although we have dealt in this paper mostly with (pro)finite semigroups, Theorems 1, 2, and 3 extend
with somewhat simpler proofs to the case of varieties of ordered completely regular semigroups. In
particular, there is no need to take care of reducing to the locally finite case in the proof of the variety
analog of Theorem 1.
It would of interest to extend our results to the non-regular analog of finite completely regular semi-
groups, namely the finite semigroups in which every regular element lies in a group. They form a pseu-
dovariety which is commonly denoted DS in the literature and that was first considered by Schützenberger
[31] in connection with formal language theory. By Green’s Lemmas, DS may alternatively be charac-
terized as consisting of all finite semigroups in which regular J -classes are subsemigroups. The class DO
of all finite semigroups whose regular J -classes form orthodox subsemigroups may be easier to handle
as it is much better understood [2]. Because of connections with logic and formal language theory [32,
17], it is of particular interest to consider the pseudovariety DA, which consists of all finite semigroups
whose regular elements are idempotents. It is shown in [4, Table 3] that DS ∩ H is fji in Lo(S), where H
is an arbitrary nontrivial pseudovariety of groups; in contrast, it is not known whether the same holds
for DO ∩ H and for DA. The lack of torsion makes the approach of [4] fail for subpseudovarieties of DO
but may facilitate the extension of the methods in the present paper.
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